
I always wanted a tree house 
I read books that talked of tree houses laced with adventure 
I saw movies where tree houses were the safe haven – the hidden solitude.  
 
When I was a kid, I could grasp this concept of safety. And I would get that safety if I 
got a tree house.  
 
I always wanted a tree house 
A place above the ground where I could stay when things went wrong 
With turns and swirls in the wood 
And laughs of flowers and growth and hidden chocolate chip cookies 
And secret adventures 
 
Instead of a tree house I got a city 
A city of people who told me I was wrong 
 
So I took that – and it became a part of me.  
 
I look in the mirror and I see failure 
I see fat 
And stretch marks 
In my mind, in my heart, in my soul, I know that that is why he doesn’t like me.  
 
I see skinnier girls and understand why I kiss boys goodnight who I don’t want to 
wake up to in the morning 
I see more beautiful girls and understand why boys would rather have me walk 
home in the cold then share their bed 
 
I see other girls and I understand.  
 
I always wanted a tree house 
A place where I could put all my books 
Where nobody would be able to tell me what to wear 
Or what to major in in college 
Or how to be a person 
 
Instead of a tree house I got a scars from where the razor touched my skin 
I was surrounded by sadness 
A cloud that choked at my heart 
A dark black wave of dismembered unhappiness 
I am unhappy 
 
So I took that – and that became a part of me.  
 
I look in the mirror and I see  
Someone so useless and silly 



Someone who isn’t worth much of anyone’s time 
I look in the mirror and see the scars I have created on my skin on my soul 
 
How could somebody love me? 
 
I always wanted a tree house.  
A place I could climb to where no one unsafe could enter 
Where I was in charge 
Where nobody could bother me 
Where I was the hero 
 
Instead of a tree house I was sexually assaulted at thirteen, fifteen, twice at 
seventeen, twice at eighteen, raped  at eighteen, and assaulted again at 20. 
 
So I took that, and that became a part of me… 
 
I always wanted a tree house 
 
And instead I received self loathing 
Staring in the mirror 
Scars on my arm 
Blood wrenching screams  
And seven broken hearts laced together to try to keep me going 
I got bones made of stardust 
And muscles so weak that I couldn’t climb a tree if I wanted to 
 
I always wanted a tree house 
And instead I got hot tears that fall from my face to my breast to my toes because I 
am now a frozen entity.  
 
Nobody ever explained that tree houses aren’t really safe.  
 
They wonder why I’m sad.  
They ask why I’m depressed.  
They ponder about my scars 
And wonder about my poems 
They ask about my weight 
And laugh about my anger 
Them against me.  
 
I never got my tree house.  
 
So I took that, and that became a part of me. 


